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This paper is concerned with the wave equation on a Zoll manifold, i.e. a
compact Riemannian manifold (M, g) all of whose geodesics are closed. By a result
of V. Guillemin, such metrics exist in abundance on S2 : for any odd function f on
S2 there exists a one-parameter deformation of the canonical metric go thru
Zoll metrics, gt=e ft with ft=tf+ } } } . And, as has been known for a long time
[DG][CV.1][HoIV][W.1,2], the periodicity of the geodesic flow leads to a near
periodicity in the wave group Ut=eit - 2. Precisely, there exists a unitary
equivalence - 2=R+Q&1 where [R, Q&1]=0, where the spectrum of R lies on
an arithmetic progression and where Q&1 is a pseudodifferential operator of order
&1. Hence the eigenvalues fall into cluster Ck around spec(R) with widths O(k&1).
The main result of this paper is to determine the limit distribution of the eigen-
values in the clusters. It was long ago shown by Weinsten [loc. cit] that (when
properly normalized) the limit distribution has the form _Q &1 d+ where d+ is the
Liouville measure on S*M. We complete the calculation by determining _Q &1 . It
was conjectured [W.2][Ku] that up to universal constants, _Q &1=R({) where R
is the Radon transform of (M, g) and { is the scalar curvature [W.2][Ku]; but it
turns out there is a second term involving the Jacobi fields. In addition, we show
that the cluster projections define almost isometric minimal immersions of (M, g)
into spheres and that in the case of maximally degenerate Zoll metrics the errors
are of rapid decay.  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that compact Riemannian manifolds (M, g) with
periodic geodesic flows have exceptional spectral properties: the spectrum
of - 2, the square root of the Laplacian, concentrates along the arithmetic
progression [(2?T)(k+;4): k=1, 2, ...] with T the (minimal) period of
the geodesic flow Gt and with ; the common Morse index of the T-periodic
geodesics [CV.1][DG][Hel][W.1,2][Besse][HoIV]. This follows
from the existence of a first order positive elliptic pseudodifferential
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operator A and a (&1)st order pseudodifferential operator Q&1 over M
satisfying:
- 2=
2?
T \A+
;
4++Q&1 (0.1)
[A, - 2]=[Q&1 , 2]=0, spec(A)/N.
The spectral decomposition
L2(M)= 

k=0
Ek (A$ |E k=k) (0.2a)
for A is then stable under - 2 and decomposes spec(- 2) into the eigen-
value clusters (or bands)
Ck :=spec(- 2 | Ek)={2?T \k+
;
4+++ki : i=1, ..., dk= (0.2b)
with dk=dim Ek and with +ki=0(1k) (see [CV.1]). The purpose of this
paper is to develop the spectral geometry of Zoll manifolds somewhat
further by analyzing the eigenvalue cluster projections
6k : L2(M)  Ek
(0.3)
6k(x, y)= :
d k
i=1
,ki (x) ,ki ( y)
with [,k] an orthonormal basis of real eigenfunctions of - 2 in Ek ,
- 2 ,ki=*ki,ki , \*ki=2?T \k+
;
4+++ki+ .
Our results are based on the following property of the spectral projections,
which is exceptional to Zoll manifolds: they are semi-classical Lagrangian
distributions associated to a certain non-homogeneous Lagrangian manifold
1/T*(M_M) (see Theorem 1). As we will see, this property has a
number of consequences for both the geometry and spectral theory of Zoll
manifolds.
For the geometry, it implies that as the eigenvalue tends to infinity the
A-eigenmaps
8k : M  Ek , 8k(x) :=6k(x, } ) (0.4)
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define asymptotic isometric minimal immersions of (M, g) into certain
spheres, generalizing the analogous eigenspace immersions of compact rank
one symmetric spaces [Ch][L]. More precisely, setting rk :=2?T(k+;4),
1
dk
:
d k
i=1
|,ki (x)| 2t
1
vol(M, g)
+0(k&1)
n
vol(M, g)
dk
:
dk
i=1
d,ki (x)d,ki (x)t(rk)2 g+0(k)
and of course
2g8k(x)tr2k8k(x).
These asymptotic relations are the equations for isometric minimal immer-
sions into spheres of radii - dkvol(M, g) in Ek , modulo the lower order
terms (see Corollary 1). It is interesting to note that in the case of M=S2,
the moduli spaces MZ of Zoll metrics and Mimm of metrics induced by
minimal immersions into spheres are both infinite dimensional; the above
suggests that they are in some sense close to each other.
The A-eigenmaps 8k are also quite analogous to the Kodaira
embeddings of a Kahler manifold (M, |) into projective space (as was
pointed out by the referee). In the Kahler setting, the role of the unit
sphere bundle is played by the boundary B of the unit disc bundle of a
holomorphic line bundle L  M whose Chern class equals |. The role of
the geodesic flow is then played by the natural S1-action on B as a
principal circle bundle over M. The quantization of this S 1 action,
analogous to the group eitA in the Zoll setting, is the compression of the S 1
action to the Hardy space H2(B) of boundary values of holomorphic
functions on D. Its eigenvalues correspond to the characters eint with n>0
and the eigenfunctions of level n correspond to the holomorphic sections of
Ln. The corresponding eigenmaps 6n are then also isometric minimal
immersions.
The above asymptotic relations can be further developed into complete
asymptotic expansions, generalizing the classical expansions of Darboux
Szego in the case of the standard spheres (Theorem 2; see [So] for a
modern exposition of the Darboux-Szego expansions and for applications
to some (L p, Lq) estimates on the spectral projections). The complete
expansions are mainly a preliminary to Theorem 3 but have an independent
interest, for us, in the curious light they shed on ‘‘maximally degenerate
Laplacians’’: that is, Zoll metrics for which there is just one distinct eigen-
value in each eigenvalue cluster [Z]. See Corollary 2 for the result (the
natural conjecture that the only such metrics are the compact rank one
symmetric spaces remains open.)
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For the spectral theory, the Lagrangian property of the 6k gives a
method for determining the principal band invariant ;o of the spectrum,
that is, the weak limit of the cluster measures (1dk) d ki=1 $(+ki) (see
Theorem 3). As has been known for some time [W.1][CV.1], ;o is the
pushforward of Liouville measure on S*M by _Q&1 , (the principal symbol
of Q&1). Since Q&1 commutes with the Laplacian its symbol is invariant
under the geodesic flow and may be regarded as a function q on the space
of geodesics. It was conjectured by Weinstein [W.1] (see also [Ku]) that
q=R({) up to normalizing constants, where { is the scalar curvature and
where R is the X-ray transform (integration over geodesics). We will give
a rather concrete formula for _Q&1 in terms of curvature and Jacobi fields
which shows that there is another term that does not always vanish. The
formula for _Q&1 also completes our discussion of the pair correlation func-
tion of Zoll spectra with Uribe [UZ], which expressed the p.c.f. in terms
of a variety of dynamical invariants of the Hamilton flow generated by _Q&1
on the space of geodesics (its Morse theory, its set of periods, and its
periods as a function of energy). To us, it also has an interest aside from
the subject of Zoll manifolds per se: as we showed in [Z], _Q&1(#) is given
by the non-commutative residue of the Toeplitz operator 6# - 2 where 6#
is a more or less canonical Toeplitz structure on the symplectic cone R+#.
Hence the formula shows that the non-commutative residue of the Toeplitz
operator is not given by the symplectic residue along the symplectic
sub-cone of the complete symbol, as the naive analogue of the Wodizicki
formula for residues of pseudodifferential operators might suggest
Before stating the results precisely, some remarks about notation and
terminology concerning Zoll manifolds (see [Besse] for further background):
Definition. (M, g) is a
(i) PT-manifold if the geodesic flow Gt : S*M  S*M is periodic of
some (minimal) period T>0. That is, GT=id on S*M;
(ii) CT-manifold if the minimal period of each closed geodesic
equals T, i.e. if Gt defines a free circle (RTZ) action on S*M;
(iii) SCT-manifold if g is CT and if each geodesic, projected to M, is
simply closed.
For instance, a Lens space is P2? but not C2? in general. Every known
CT manifold is in fact SCT , and every known PT metric on a simply
connected manifold is SCT . The unadorned term ‘‘Zoll’’ refers to PT
metrics. We note that in addition to CROSSes (compact rank one
symmetric spaces), there are many non-canonical Zoll metrics; the moduli
space of Zoll metrics on S 2 alone is infinite-dimensional.
We then have
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Theorem 1. Let (M, g) be a PT-manifold, and let [6k] be the spectral
cluster projections for - 2. Define:
i : S1_S*M  T*(M_M)
i(t, x, v)=(x, v, Gt(x, v)
with S1=RTZr[0, T). Then:
(a) i is a Lagrange embedding with image the moment Lagrangean
1 :=[(x, !, y, ’) # S*M_S*M : _t # [0, T), Gt(x, !)=( y, ’)];
(b) 1 satisfies the BohrSommerfeld quantization conditions
1
2?
rk[:1]#
1
4
[m1] mod H1(1, Z)
relative to the sequence [rk=(2?T )(k+;4)];
(c) [6k] # O(n&1)2(M_M, 1, [rk]);
(d) i*_(6k)=cn k(n&1)2e&irkt |dt| 12 |d+| 12 with n=dim M, with cn
a positive constant depending only on n, and with d+ the Liouville measure
on S*M.
Above, the notation Om(M_M, 1, [rk]) refers to the space of oscillatory
integrals of order m, alias semi-classical Lagrangian distributions, on the
manifold M_M, associated to the Lagrangian 1 and sequence [rk]; and
_(u) denotes the principal symbol of u (see ([D.1], [D.2]), [CV.2], [GS],
[Y] for background). The theory of such oscillatory integrals parallels that
of homogenous Lagrangian distributions except that the symbols are
oscillatory. In the case, as above, where the Lagrangian satisfies the
BohrSommerfeld condition, the symbol calculus simplifies considerably.
In particular, we will see that [6k] is a ‘‘compound asymptotic’’ associated
to the Lagrangian pair (RTZ_S*M, e2?itT) in the sense of Guillemin
Sternberg [GS], so that the symbol is the product of a simple oscillatory
factor with an invariant 12-density. The cohomology classes [:1] and
[m1] in H1(1, Z) referred to in the statement of Theorem 1 are
respectively the action form and the Maslov class of 1 ; see Lemmas 1.1
and 1.2 for definitions and background. For discussion of moment
Lagrangians of Hamiltonian group actions, see [W.5].
To maintain consistency with the conventions of semi-classical analysis,
we take 2 above to be the 12-density Laplacian, acting on the intrinsic
Hilbert space L2(M, 012) of 12-densities on M. This Laplacian is of
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course equivalent to the usual one on L2(M, dvol) since the volume density
dvol determines a natural unitary equivalence
W : L2(M, dvol)  L2(M, 012)
Wf=f - dvol.
Although it must seem unnatural to geometers, this 2 is the natural one in
semi-classical analysis and is needed to quote results easily from that area.
Thus, kernels of operators will be double 12-densities, differing from their
scalar partners by factors of - dvol, e.g., the 12-density kernel 6k above
is related to the scalar kernel 6 ok by
6k(x, y)=6 ok(x, y) - dvol(x)- dvol( y).
All statements regarding oscillatory integrals, Lagrangian distributions,
and their symbols should be understood to refer to the 12 density kernels.
The following geometric facts about the eigenspace maps can be read off
from the description of the principal symbol of 6k in Theorem 1:
Corollary 1. Suppose g is an SCT metric. Then the eigenspace maps
8k(x) :=
1
ck
8ok(x, } ) : M  Ek ,
with ck=r2k dknvol(M, g), define asymptotically minimal isometric immersions
of (M, g) into the spheres S dk&1(- n r&1k ) in Ek in the following sense:
(i) 8k*(ds2o)= g+O(k
&1);
(ii) |8k(x)| 2=nr&2k +0(k
&3);
(iii) 28k(x)=(r2k+O(1)) 8k(x).
Here, dso is the natural metric on Ek induced by the Hilbert space metric
on L2(M, dvol).
Theorem 1 refers only to the principal symbol of the spectral projections
6k , but for applications to the fine structure of the spectrum, in particular
to the principal band invariant, we will need to analyze 6k below the
principal symbol level. Of course, the lower order terms in the complete
symbol of 6 will depend upon the construction of at quantization (or
Maslov canonical operator) of oscillatory functions on 1 to operator
kernels on M. Away from the cut and first conjugate locus, however, the
Maslov operator is truly canonicalessentially a pull-back operatorand
hence we get explicit expansions for 6k(x, y) on the nice set. These
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expansions amount to constructing a Hadamard parametrix for 6k , which
is essentially the same as the construction of a Hadamard parametrix for
the kernel eitA for an entire period. However, under the SC condition on
the metric, and for (x, y) at or near the diagonal, it is sufficient to
construct the Hadamard parametrix for eitA for ‘‘small’’ times.
To describe the results, we will need the following notation: r(x, y) will
denote the Riemannian distance function on M_M&C, with C the cut
locus [(x, y) : y # Cut(x)]. Here, Cut(x)=[expx {c(x, v)v : v # S*x], with
{c(x, v) :=sup[t : r(x, expx tv)=t] the distance to the cut point in the
direction (x, v). We also denote by inj(x) the injectivity radius at x, i.e.
inj(x)=inf[{c(x, v) : v # S*xM], and by Gxy the set [(t, v) : 0t<T,
v # S*xM : expx tv= y].
Roughly speaking, the asymptotic expansion of 6k(x, y) has one term
for each component of Gxy . In the case x= y, Gxx=[0]_S*xM _ loop(x)
where loop(x)=[(t, v) : 0<t<T, expx tv=x] is the set of initial tangent
vectors to geodesic loops at x (not necessarily smoothly closed). For x{ y
but with r(x, y)<inj(x), one has Gxy=\v(x, y), where v(x, y) is the initial
tangent vector to the unique minimal geodesic from x to y, together with
initial tangent vectors to longer geodesic arcs from x to y, if such exist. For
the sake of simplicity we will assume that g is an SCT-metric, which implies
(cf. Lemma (3.1)) that loop(x)=< and that Gxy=\v(x, y) for sufficiently
small r(x, y). For such metrics, the expansions are as simple as possible. Of
course, the expansions still reflect the singularity of the projection
?1 : 1  M_M, and can be quite complicated in the SCT case if x and y
are conjugate along some geodesic arc.
Theorem 2. Let g be an SCT metric on M. Then there exist:
(a) smooth densities |j (x) on M such that
6k(x, x)t :

j=0
|j (x) \k+;4+
n&1&2j
with |o=cn 1vol(M, g) dvol, with |n2=0 if n is even, and with cn a
positive constant depending only on n;
(b) smooth densities Bj (x), with values in S2T*xM, the space of
symmetric two tensors, such that
:
dk
i=1
d,ki (x)d,ki (x)t :

j=0
Bj (x) \k+;4+
n+1&2 j
with Bo=cn gx dvol;
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(c) smooth densities Vj (x, y) on a punctured neighborhood 0<
r(x, y)<=o of the diagonal such that
6k(x, y)tk(n&1)2 Re \eirk r(x, y)) :j Vj (x, y) \k+
;
4+
&j
+
with Vo(x, y)=cn3&12(x, y) where 3(x, y) is the volume density in geodesic
normal coordinates at x, i.e. dvol( y)=3(x, y) dy.
The general coefficient Vj in (c) is quite complicated, as it depends on
the complete symbol of Q&1 as well as on the metric; for instance, V1 is a
linear combination of U1(x, y), _Q&1(x, dyr(x, y)) and r
&13&12(x, y)
_Q1(x, dyr(x, y)) with U1(x, y) the second coefficient in the Hadamard
paramatetrix (see [BD] for background and notation).
As mentioned above, the expansions have an exceptional form when 2
is a ‘‘maximally degenerate Laplacian’’ on S2. In the following we use that
the k th cluster has 2k+1 eigenvalues (as for the standard metric).
Corollary 2. Suppose that 2g is a maximally degenerate Laplacian on
S2. Then:
(a) 6k(x, x)=(2k+1)
1
area(S2, g)
dvol+O(k&);
(a.1) :

k=o _
1
2k+1
6k(x, x)&
1
area(S2, g)
dvol&=16 ({(x)&{ )
with { :=1(area(S2, g)) S 2 {(x) dvol(x)
(b) :
2k+1
i=1
d,ki (x)d,ki (x)
t
1
area(S2, g)
gx dvol[(2k+1)3&(2k+1)]+O(k&);
(c) On a punctured neighborhood 0<r(x, y)<=o of the diagonal, we
have
6k(x, y)tk(n&1)2 Re \eirk r(x, y)) :j Wj (x, y) \k+
;
4+
& j
+
where Wj are the Hadamard coefficients for the operator 2& 14 (see [BD]
or section 3 for descriptions of these coefficients.
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Many further relations of these kinds could be derived in a similar way.
Such relations hold exactly on the standard sphere and are equivalent to
the vanishing of the complete symbol of Q&1 modulo some universal
constants. To derive metric constraints from these relations we therefore
take up the calculation of this symbol.
To this end we invoke the machinery of semi-classical Lagrangian
distributions, in particular the symbol calculus, Maslov canonical operator,
and transport equations. The advantage is that rather than dealing with
asymptotic expansions as above, which cease to be valid beyond the cut
locus, we can deal with the complete symbol of 6k as an oscillatory
integral; this has a global meaning on 1tS1_S*M once a Maslov
canonical operator is specified.
The complete symbols of 6k and of Q&1 can be determined from the
solvability of the equation
(- 2+Q&1) 6k=
2?
T \k+
;
4+ 6k
by a semi-classical Lagrangian distribution associated to 1 with the
principal symbol of 1k . The expansions above in the case of maximally
degenerate Laplacian in particular are equivalent to the solvability of
\2+\;4+
2
+ 6k=\2?T \k+
;
4++
2
6k .
There are obstructions to the solvability of these equations, and the
complete symbol of Q&1 (or in the maximally degenerate case, the
geometric constraints on the metric) is determined by the vanishing of
these obstructions. Since they rapidly become very complicated we will
only carry out the computations in full detail in dimension 2, which is the
richest dimension for Zoll metrics.
To state the results we will need some notation. Recall that since
[Q&1, 2]=0, _Q&1 is invariant under the geodesic flow, and hence may be
identified with a function q on the space G(M, g)=S*MS1 of geodesics of
(M, g). In the following, we fix a basepoint m and parametrize # by
arclength from this point. As above, { will denote and scalar curvature; &
will denote the parallel unit normal along #. We abbreviate d{(&) by {&
and { d{(&, &) by {&, & . Also u(s), v(s) will denote the fundamental set of
solutions of the Jacobi equation along # with
\u(0)u* (0)
v(0)
v* (0)+=\
1
0
0
1+ .
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Theorem 3. Let g be an SC2?-metric on S 2. Then:
(a) The function q is given by
q(#)=
1
8? |# \{+_
1
3
{&u3 |
r
o
{&J 3 dt&{&u2J |
r
o
{&uJ2 dt&+ dr
(b) There exist Zoll surfaces of revolution for which the second term
is non-zero.
(c) If 2 is a maximally degenerate Laplacian, q(#)=0 \#.
This formula for q is obtained by regularizing the divergent integral
|
#
(J 12 2J&12) ds
where J(r, |) is the volume density in geodesic polar coordinates at m, i.e.,
dvol( y)=J(r, |) dr d|. In effect, the construction of the Maslov canonical
operator determines an equally canonical regularization of the integral, which
diverges at the conjugate points to m. In higher dimensions, q is given by the
same divergent integral but the regularization is more involved due to the
greater complexity of conjugate point data. Since almost no non-symmetric
Zoll metrics are known in higher dimensions, we omit the details.
For some analytical results pertaining to these spectral projections, see
[MSS].
1. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Our purpose in this section is to give proofs of Theorem 1 and
Corollary 1.
Proof. We begin with the statements (a)(b) concerning the geometry
of 1.
(a) We prove that i is a Lagrange embedding in two ways, each well
known in other contexts; the ideas in both proofs will be used later on.
First, consider the maps (i)
(i) G : S1_T*M  T*M
(1.1)
(t, x, !)  Gt(x, !)
(ii) G : S1_T*M  T*M_T*M
(t, x, !)  (x, !, Gt(x, !)).
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Here, we identify S 1=RTZ=[0,T) to simplify the notation. We then
have, G*|=|&dH 7 dt, where | is the standard symplectic form on
T*M and where H is the principal symbol of P (=|!|g in the cases of Zoll
Laplacians or Schrodinger operators); see for instance [W.4, Lemma 8.1].
It follows that G *(|2&|1)=dH 7 dt, with |i=?i*(|), ?i : T*(M_M)
 T*M being projection to the ith factor. Since i=G |S1_S*M and since
dH=0 on S*M, i*(|2&|1)=0; that is, i is a Lagrange immersion. It is
obvious that 1=im(i), and in the CT case that i is an embedding: indeed,
if i(t, x, !)=i(s, y, ’), we must have (x, !)=( y, ’), and then Gt(x, !)=
Gs(x, !). If t{s, (x, !) would lie on a subperiodic orbit, contradicting SC.
The second proof is to observe that
1=?
*
2*(graph(ds)_C) (1.2)
where
C=[(t, {, x, !, y, ’) : {+|!|=0, Gt(x, !)=( y, ’)]
graph(ds)=[(e2?isT, 1)]/T*(RTZ)
2 : S1_M_M  S 1_S1_M_M is the map (1.2.1)
(e2?isT, x, y)  (e2?isT, e2?isT, x, y)
? : S1_M_M  M_M is the natural projection
Also, ?
*
and 2* are the corresponding functorial operations of pushforward
and pullback on a Lagrangian manifolds [GS, IV.4]. We first observe that
2*(graph(ds)_C)=C & S*(S 1)_S*M_S*M
is Lagrangian since 2 satisfies the transversality condition of [GS, IV.4].
Further,
?
*
2*(graph(ds)_C)=[(x, !, y, ’) # T*(M_M) : (x, !) # S*M,
_(t, {) # graph(ds) : |{|=1,
Gt(x, !)=( y, ’)]=1.
Since ? is a submersion, d?*(T*(M_M)) is the co-normal bundle
of the fibers of ?, and it is easy to see that this intersects 2*(graph(ds)
_C) transversally. It follows then by [GS, Proposition 4.2] that 1 is
Lagrangian. K
(b) To prove this, we will need to explicitly identify :1 and m1 ; their
precise definitions will be given in the course of the proof. We may (and
will) pull back everything under the map
i : S1_S*M  S*M_S*M i(t, x, !)=(x, !, Gt(x, !)).
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Lemma 1. i*:1=dt.
Proof. By definition, :1=(:2&:1)|1 where :i=?*(:) with :=
ni=1 !i dxi the action 1-form of T*M.
Let :S=: | S*M , and let !H be the Hamilton vector field of H. Then
!H c d:S=dH=0 on S*M and !Hc :S=1. Since ddt(Gt)* :S=
d(!H c:S)+!Hcd:S=0 and since (Gt)* :S=:S at t=0 we have
(Gt)* :S=:S for all t. Hence
i*(:2&:1)(t, x, !)=&:+(Gt)*:+H dt | S1_S*M=dt. K
Lemma 2. i*m1=(1T ) ;[dt]
Proof. We recall that for any manifold X and generic Lagrangian
4/T*X, m1 # H1(4, Z) is the oriented intersection class with the singular
cycle 7/4 of the projection ? : 4  X. More precisely, if ? b i : 4  X has
rank n&1 on a smooth hypersurface 7 and rank n&1 on a subset of
dimension n&3, then any closed curve : can be deformed to intersect 7
transversally, and : m1 is the oriented intersection number of : & 7 [GS].
In the case at hand, 1 does not satisfy these generic conditions:
rather, 7=7o ? 7c where 7o=i([0]_S*M) and 7c=i[(t, x, v) : expx tv
is conjugate to x]; evidently, the rank of ? on the hypersurface 7o
drops by n&1. In this case, m1 is best defined as a Cech cohomology
class.
Nevertheless, we can prove the Lemma by a geometric argument, using
only that
|
:
m1=0 if : & 7=<
(1.3)
|
:
m1=; if : is a closed geodesic
which hold for any 1 as above.
To apply (1.3), we first observe that ?1(S*M) is finite since M carries a
Zoll metric [Besse], so H1(S1_S*M, R)= j*H1(S
1, R) where j : S1 
S1_S*M is the natural inclusion; and H 1deR(S
1_S*M)=p*H 1deR(S
1)
where p : S1_S*M  S1 is the natural projection. Here, the subscript
deR refers to deRham cohomology. In particular, m1 # p*H 1deR(S
1) and
j
*
[S1] generates H1(S 1_S*M). Since j*[S
1] is also the common
class of the closed geodesics (S1-orbits) in 1, and since : m1=;
(the common Morse index of the closed geodesics), we conclude that
m1=;T[dt]. K
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It follows from Lemmas 12 that
rk
2?
[:1]#
1
4
m1 mod H1(1, Z) (1.4)
proving (b). K
The main implication of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization condition in
(b) is that O*(M_M, 1, [rk]) has a simple symbol calculus involving only
one oscillatory factor [GS, p. 41617]. Before continuing with the proofs
of (c) and (d) we pause to review the basics of this symbol calculus and
various simplifications that result from transferring it to S1_S*M; these
will be used with no further comment in the proofs of (c)(d).
An oscillatory integral u(x, {) of order + on a manifold X, associated to
a Lagrange immersion i : 4  T*X, is a locally finite sum of integrals of the
form
I(x, {)=\ {2?+
k2
|
R k
ei{,(x, %)a(x, %, {) d%, (1.5)
where a(x, %, {) has an asymptotic expansion
a(x, %, {)t :

r=0
ar(x, %) {+&r (1.5.1)
and where , is a phase function locally parametrizing 4. This means, we
recall, that the map
i, : C,  T*M, (x, %)  (x, dx,)
is locally an emedding of C, :=[(x, %) : d%,=0] into T*X with image
contained in 4. We will always assume that u(x, {) is a 12-density on X
and denote the class of such oscillatory integrals by O*(X, 4). Often, the
semiclassical parameter { will range only over a discrete set [rk]; in this
case we denote the class by O+(X, 4, [rk]).
The principal symbol _u of u # O+(X, 4, [rk]) is a section of the complex
line bundle 012 L4 over 4; here, 012 is the 12-density bundle and L4
is the Maslov bundle of 4. In terms of the representation above of
u(x, {)|dx| 12, we have
_u=i,*(ao ei{, - dC , e
i(?4) sgn D(,)), (1.5.2)
where dC, is the delta-density $(d%,) along C, and where D(,) is the
Hessian of , with respect to the (x, ,)-variables. It is of course understood
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that ao (etc.) is restricted to C, . In coordinates (*1 , ..., *n) along C, ,
extended to a neighborhood of C, , one has
dC= }D(*1 , ..., *n , ,%1 , ..., ,%n)D(x, %) }
&1
d*1 } } } d*n . (1.5.3)
We note that the theory of oscillatory integrals is parallel to the theory
of homogeneous Lagrangian distributions, which can be written in the
form I(x)= I(x, {) d{ with I(x, {) as above. Conversely, we may write
u(x, {)= e&it{&(x, t) dt with & a Lagrangian distribution on R_X.
The main differences are that the symbol of an oscillatory integral contains
the oscillatory factor ei{, which vanishes in the homogeneous case, and that
the order is defined in a slightly different way so that the natural formula
ord(uv)=ord(u)+ord(v) is not generally correct in oscillatory case. For
more details on oscillatory integrals we refer to [D.1,2] and [Y].
In the case at hand, the Lagrangian can be identified with S 1_S*M,
and it simplifies the description of symbols to regard them as objects on
this space. Henceforth we will denote by 012 , resp. L, the 12-density
bundle, resp. Maslov bundle i* (L1), over S 1_S*M, and we will identify
_u with its pullback i*(_u), a section of 012 L. We now describe the
Maslov bundle L in a concrete way, using the approach of Weinstein
[W.3].
The Maslov class i*m1 # H1(S 1_S*M, Z) determines a character
/m(:) :=exp \i?2 |: i*m1+ (1.6)
of ?1(S1_S*M). From Lemma 2, it is clear that
/m([S 1])=i; (1.7)
and that /m |?1(S*M)=id.
The Maslov 1-form (;T) dt lifts to the cover p : R_S*M  S 1_S*M,
and we can define a function sm on R_S*M by setting
sm(t, x, !)=exp \&i?2 |
t
0
;
T
dt+ (1.8)
The covering group Z of p acts by translations on the cover, and we have
sm(t+kT, x, !)=i
&k;sm(t, x, !).
Let Em be the associated line bundle
Em :=(R_S*M)_/ mC, (1.9)
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where we identify /m above with the character k  i&k; of Z. Thus, Em is
the set of equivalence classes [(t, x, !), *] under the equivalence relation
((t, x, !))t((t+kT, x, !), i&k;*), and the equivariant function sm can be
identified with the section sm(t, x, !) :=[(t, x, !), sm(t, x, !)] of Em . We
have:
Lemma 3. (i) L=E/m ;
(ii) E/m is a trivial line bundle, with global nonvanishing section sm .
(iii) 012 has the global nonvanishing section \ :=|dt| 12 |d+| 12
where + is the normalized Liouville measure on S*M. \ is invariant under the
S1_S1-action on S 1_S*M defined by translation in the first factor and by
the geodesic flow in the second.
Proof. (i) The kernel of /m |TZ is the subgroup dTZ, where d is the
smallest number among [1, 2, 4] such that d;#0(mod 4). Hence
E/ m & (RdTZ_S*M)_/ m C (1.10)
where RdTZ_S*M  RTZ_S*M is viewed as a principal Zd-bundle
and where /m is viewed as a character of Zd &TZdTZ.
The principal Zd-bundle RdTZ_S*M is closely related to the so-called
reduced MaslovKeller bundle L4 [Tr, pp. 412, 639], a principal Z4-bundle
over S1_S*M. Each connected component of L4 is a d-fold cover of
S1_S*M, and they are all equivalent. The group Zd may be identified with
the subgroup (;) generated by ;, and acts as the covering group of each
component; the quotient Z4 Zd permutes the components. If we denote by
a the character [n]  in of Z4 , then by definition of the Maslov bundle (cf.
[W.3]) one has
L&L4 _:C. (1.11)
To prove (i) we must show:
L4 _\C&E/m . (1.12)
Evidently, /m on Zd is the same as : on (;) . Hence the equivalence
relation for L4 _C agrees with that of (RdTZ_S*M)_C on each
component. The further action of : just identifies the components; proving
(1.12).
(ii) Obvious, since sm is a global nonvanishing section.
(iii) Immediate. K
As a final preliminary, let us transfer the fact that 1 is an idempotent
canonical relation to S1_S*M. We recall that this means 1t=1 and
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1 b 1=1, where 1t is the transpose of 1 and where b is composition. These
relations imply that the symbol algebra of O*(M_M, 1, [rk]) is a
*-algebra under transpose and composition. In terms of S1_S*M, the
symbol algebra is simply the crossed product algebra whose star product
is given by
a b b(t, x, !)=|
S 1
a(s, x, !) b(t&s, Gs(x, !)) ds
and whose adjoint is given by
a*=@*(a );
here, @ is the involution given by
@(t, x, !)=(&t, x, Gt(x, !))
and a is the complex conjugate of a.
Now to the proofs of (c) and (d). Using (0.1) we have
Ut=:

0
e2?iktT6k
where
Ut=exp \2?itT A+ .
It follows that
6k=
1
T |
T
0
e&(2?iktT )Ut dt.
=
1
T | e
&irkt exp \i 2?tT \A+
;
4++ . (1.13.1)
As mentioned above, Fourier coefficients of homogeneous Lagrangian
distributions are oscillatory integral distributions and a straightforward
analysis of the compositions involved will complete the proof of (c). Since
we also wish to compute the symbol, and since we have to address some
distinctions between periodic and general Lagrangian distributions on
M_R, we postpone the analysis temporarily.
To connect (1.13.1) with the wave group, we write (2?T )(A+;4)=
- 2&Q&1 , hence
6k=
1
T | e
&irkt exp(&itQ&1) exp(it - 2) dt. (1.13.2)
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We note that exp(&itQ&1) # 9 o(M), and #I mod 9&1, so Ut is a Fourier
Integral operator in the same class I&14(R_M_M, C$) as the wave
group, with C as in (1.2.1). Since both Gt and Ut are periodic unitary
groups, it is evident that Ut actually lies in the class I&14(S1_M_M,
C$per) where as always S1 stands for RTZ and where
Cper=[(e2?itT, {, x, !, y, ’) : {+|!|=0, Gt(x, !)=( y, ’)].
The principal symbol _(Ut) is a section of the bundle 0Cper LCper of
12-densities on Cper with values in the Maslov bundle of Cper . To describe
it, we express Cper as the image of the Lagrange immersion
j : S1_T*M&0  T*(S1_M_M)&0
(t, x, !)  (t, &|!|, x, !, Gt(x, !)).
Noting the similarity to i, we have:
Lemma 4. (i) j*LCper=E / m , where E

/m=(R_T*M)_/m C, /m being
the character of Z defined as in (1.9);
(ii) E /m is a trivial line bundle;
(iii) 012C per has the global section \=|dt|
12 |dx 7 d!| 12, invariant
under the S1_S 1-action of Lemma 3(iii).
Proof. (i) The argument is precisely as in Lemma 3, once we note, by
the argument of Lemma 2, that the Maslov class [mC] of C pulls back
under j to (1T ) ;[dt].
(ii) Define a section sm as in (1.8); it is global and nowhere vanishing.
(iii) Obvious. K
We next recall that the symbol _(exp it - 2) of the wave operator is
given by
j o*_(exp it - 2)=so |dt| 12 |dx 7 d!| 12, (1.15)
where jo : R_T*M&0  T*(R_M_M)&0 is the immersion
jo(t, x, !)=(t, &|!|, x, !, Gt(x, !)) # C
and where so is the section of LC described in [DG, Section 6]. By
(1.14)(1.14.1), it follows that
_(Ut)=soe&i(2?;4T ) t\ (1.16)
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as a section of 012C LC . We also recall that
exp(i(t+T ) - 2)=e(i?2) ; exp(it - 2) (1.17)
([DG, p. 53]); note that their Ut is our exp(&it - 2) and their : is our ;.)
Hence, soe&i2?;4Tt is a periodic section of LC . Denoting it henceforth by s,
we have: s # C(Cper , LC per).
Lemma 5. j*_(Ut)=sm \: i.e. s=sm .
Proof. It is clear that j*_(Ut) is a section of 012 L over S 1_T*M,
where 012 L is short for j*(012C per LCper) Hence, j*_(Ut)= fsm\ for
some f # C(S 1_T*M). To determine f, we use that _(Ut) solves
the transport equation on Cper induced by the equation ((1i)(t)&
(2?T )A) Ut=0. Since _sub(A)=&(2?T )(;4); it follows by [DH,
Theorem 5.3.1] that
_1i L!{&H+
2?
T
;
4& _(Ut)=0. (1.18)
Here, LV denotes the Lie derivative on 012 L corresponding to a vector
field V, !f is the Hamilton vector field of f, lifted under the natural
projection to Cper and _sub is of course the subprincipal symbol. The
equation (1.18) pulls back to S1_T*M under j to
_1i Lt+
2?
T
;
4& sm\=0 (1.19)
(see (1.8) and Lemma 4 (iii)). Hence ft=0 and since f | t=0=1, f #1. K
To complete the proofs of (c)(d), we rewrite (1.13.1) in the notation
of (1.2.1)
6k=?*2*(e
&2?iksTU), (1.20)
where 2* is the operation ‘‘set s=t’’ and where ?
*
is the pushforward
operation ‘‘integrate over S1’’. We view e2?iksT as a simple asymptotic
(oscillatory integral with no phase variables) associated to the Lagrangian
graph(ds). The statements (c)(d) would follow easily from the composi-
tion theorems for Lagrangian distributions, except that the mixed
homogeneous-inhomogeneous case doesn’t seem to have been discussed
explicitly in the literature. To avoid an excessively lengthy digression, we
note that (c) can be proved by expressing Ut microlocally as a sum of
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terms of the form RN ei,(t, x, y, %)a(t, x, y, %) d%, by substituting such
expressions in (1.13.1) and by changing variables %  k%. Using (1.14.1)
one sees that rk is the semiclassical parameter. The phase in (1.13.1) is then
,&2?tT, which is easily seen to parametrize 1 locally. Due to (1.4) one
can choose the phases to agree mod 2? on 1. This completes the proof
of (c).
In a similar way, one could determine the principal symbol of 6k by
means of microlocal representations. However, it is evident that the
calculation is essentially the same as in the pure homogeneous or pure
inhomogeneous cases, so we will simply apply the functorial operations in
(1.19) in the mixed case, leaving the detailed justification to the interested
reader. We then have, by (1.19) and by Lemma 5,
_(6k)=?*2*(e
&2?iskT |ds| 12e&2?i;t4T |dt| 12 |dx 7d!| 12), (1.21)
where we freely identify objects on C$per with objects on S1_T*M. Let us
use ‘‘polar coordinates’’ on T*M&R+_S*M, with H=|!| as the radial
variable. We then have
_(6k)=?*e
&itrk( |dt| 12 |d+| 12 |dH| 12)
=e&itrk |dt| 12 |d+| 12. (1.22)
In the last step, the pushforward morphism ?
*
takes 12-densities on
S1_T*M to 12-densities on S1_S*M by setting H=1 and by eliminating
the factor |dH| 12. It thereby takes homogeneous to semi-classical symbols;
see [D.1, p. 226] or [Y. Proposition 2.3.1] for further details, albeit from
a somewhat different point of view.
The order of 6k is given by 12(dim M-1): Indeed, since the order of U
is &14, U can be expressed microlocally by homogeneous oscillatory
integrals with N phase variables and amplitudes of order &14&12N+
14 dim(R_M_M). Substituting into (1.13.1) and changing variables
%  k% again, one gets a microlocal representation of 6k as a sum of terms
of the form kN T0 RN a(t, x, y, k%) e
ik d% dt which by (1.25) has order
&12+n2. This completes the proof of (d) and hence of Theorem 1. K
Remark. Since 6k is a self-adjoint projection, its symbol must be a self-
adjoint projection in the symbol algebra. As a check on (d), let us verify
this. First, we observe that (e&irkt\)*=e&irkt\ since \ is invariant under Gt
and since the exponent changes sign twice, once under @ and once under
complex conjugtion. Second, we use that the star product is the crossed-
product defined above; it is evident that e&irkt b e&irkt=e&irkt. Hence the
symbol is idempotent. Note that the order is nevertheless non-zero since
ord(a b b){ord(a)+ord(b).
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2. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
Proof. First, let us consider the pull-back of 6k to the diagonal of
M_M, i.e. consider 6k(x, x)=2k* as x varies over M. Here, 2 is the
diagonal embedding of M into M_M. By functoriality, 2*6k is an
oscillatory integral associated to the Lagrangian 2*(1 )/T*M, at least
under the standard cleanness assumptions. These assumptions involve
the fiber product of the maps 2 and p : S 1_S*M  M_M, p(t, x, !)=
(x, expx(t!)). The fiber product is F :=[(x, t, x, !) # M_S1_S*M :
2(x)=(x, expx(t!))]. Since p&1(x, x)=[0]_S*M ? Loop(x) and since
Loop(x)=< in the SC case, we have F=[(x, 0, x, !) # M_S1_S*M];
here we make the usual identification S1 &[0, T]. It is clear that F is a
submanifold of the indicated product and that the tangent fiber product
equals T(F); also that the excess (=fiber dimension over M_M) equals
n&1. Hence we have
2*(1 )=[(x, !&’) : (x, 0, x, !), (x, 0, x, ’) # F]=0M (2.1)
where 0M is the zero section of T*M.
By the symbol calculus for compound asymptotics ([GS]), i.e. for
oscillatory integrals, we get
2*(6k) # On&1(M, 0M , [rk]) (2.2)
and since t=0 on F we have
_(2*6k)=C(rn&1k - dvol) (2.3)
for some constant C which will be determined momentarily.
If we actually freeze x, i.e., further pull back 2*6k under the inclusion
ix , [x]  M, we get an asymptotic ‘‘number’’ ([(GS]), i.e., a formal
asymptotic expression &m aj r
& j
k . We note that the underlying Lagrangian
of ix is T*Mx , whose intersection with 0M is simply the zero vector at x;
hence the intersection is clean, with zero excess and so the asymptotic
number 6k(x, x) has principal symbol Crn&1k . We can therefore determine
C by means of the formula
|
M
6k(x, x) dvol(x)=dk=(2?)&n vol(S*M) rn&1k + } } } (2.4)
which gives C=(2?)&n vol(Sn&1) or 6k(x, x)=(1vol(M, g)) dk+ } } } .
Next, we wish to calculate the leading order asymptotics of dx 
dx 6k(x, x). By the symbol calculus, we have
dx dx6k(x, x)=2*(dx dy 6k) # O*(M, 0M , 01 01 , [rk]), (2.5)
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where 0101 is the bundle of covariant 2-tensors. To determine the order
and symbol we observe that dxdy has symbol !’ at the point
(x, !, y, ’), so the order is two higher than in (a) and up to factors of rk
we have
_(2*(dx dy 6k))(x, 0)=2*(!’ } _(6k))(x, 0)=CBx - dvol
again for some positive constant C. Here, Bx is the symmetric 2-tensor
given by
Bx=+x(S*xM)&1 |
Sx*M
!! d+x(!),
with d+x the surface density on S*xM induced by dvol. In (2.5) we have
again used the composition formula for symbols, in particular that the
composite symbol is given by integration of a symbol-valued density over
the fibres of F [HoIV, Theorem 25.2.3].
We next observe that Bx=Cgx four some positive constant C. Indeed,
Bx is a symmetric bilinear form on TxM with Bx(v, v)= gx(v, v) Bx(e, e)
where e=v|v|x . However, Bx(e, e) is independent of e since for any
A # SO(TxM, gx) we have
+x(S*xM) Bx(Ae, Ae)=|
Sx*M
|!(Ae)|2 d+x(!)
=|
Sx*M
|A*(!)(e)| 2 d+x(!)=|
Sx*M
|!(e)|2 d+x(!)
since d+x is invariant under the orthogonal group of T*xM relative to the
metric.
We conclude that
_(2*(dx dx 6k))(x, x)=Crn+1k gx (2.6)
for some C>0. To determine C, we take the trace in (2.6) and integrate
over M. Since
|
M
:
dk
i=1
|d,ki (x)| 2 dvol(x)=dkr2k(1+0(r
&1
k ))
and since Trgx=n, we get: C=1n(2?)&n vol(Sn&1). The coefficients
stated in Corollary are equivalent but left in terms of dk t(2?)&n_
vol(S*M) rn&1k + } } } .
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 AND COROLLARY 2
3A. Proof of Theorem 2
The construction of a complete asymptotic expansion for 6k(x, y) is
essentially equivalent to the construction of a parametrix for Ut . Our first
observation is that for SC metrics g, the construction of a parametrix for
6k(x, y) for small r(x, y) requires only a small |t| parametrix for Ut .
Lemma (3.1). Let (M, g) be an SCT manifold. Then there exists
=o==o(g)>0 and for all $ with 0<$<=o a bump function \$ supported in
(&=o , =o) such that
6k(x, y)t
1
T |
T2
&T2
\$(t) e&2?iktTUt(x, y) dt
for r(x, y)<=o . Here, tsignifies asymptotics to infinite order.
Proof. By [Besse, Lemma 7.26], there exists =o(g)>0 such that
expx : B(0x , =o)  B(x, =o) is a diffeomorphism and such that
expx : A(0x , =o(g), T&=o(g))  M&B(x, =o(g))
is onto. Here, B(0x , =), resp. B(x, =), is the tangent (resp. metric) ball of
radius = centered at x. Also, A(0x , =, T&=) is the tangent annulus
[v # Tx M : =<|v|x<T&=].
It follows that if r(x, y)<=o(g), then there are only two distinct geodesic
arcs of lengths <T from x to y: the minimizing geodesic #xy(t) :=
expx tv(x, y) and its opposite #xy(&t). Let us set
6k, $ : =
1
T |
T2
&T2
\$(t) e&2?iktTUt dt
with \$ # C o (&=o(g), =o(g)), \$(&t)=\$(t), and with \$ #1 on (&=o(g)+$,
=o(g)&$). Then,
6k&6k, $=
1
T |
T2
&T2
(1&\$(t)) e&2?iktTUt dt.
To prove the Lemma it suffices to show that for r(x, y)<=o(g), the
integrand above is a smooth function on RTZ if \$ is chosen suitably and
extended as a periodic function of period T on R.
To this end, we recall that WF(U)=C, and hence that the singular
support of Ut(x, y) is the set [(t, x, y) : _v # Gxy , |v|=t]. Thus if g is SC,
if r(x, y)<=o(g), and if |t|<T2, then Ut(x, y) is only singular at
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t=\r(x, y). Since (1&\$)(t)=0 at \r(x, y) if r(x, y)<$<=o(g), the
integrand is clearly a smooth function on RTZ. K
Corollary 3.2. If g is an SC metric and if r(x, y)<=o(g), then
6k(x, y)t
1
T |
T2
&T2
\$(t) e&irkt exp \2?itT (A+;4)+ dt.
The proof of Theorem 2 now follows from an analysis of the Hormander
parametrix for small |t|, very much as in DuistermaatGuillemin [DG,
Proposition 2.1]. The fact that A is pseudodifferential implies that
logarithmic terms can occur in Ut(x, x), which do not occur in the wave
group.
For reasons explained below, it is convenient to write
6k(x, y)=
1
T |
T2
&T2
\$(t) e&irktVt(x, y) dt (3.3)
with Vt=exp(itR), and with R=2?T(A+;4). Then, following [DG, loc.
cit.], we have for small |t| ,
Vt(x, y)=|
Rn
ei,(t, x, y, ’)a(t, x, y, ’) d’
with
,(t, x, y, ’)=&(x, y, ’)+t |’|y
|dx(x, y, ’)|=|’|y
(x, y, ’)=0 if (x& y, ’)=0
dx (x, y, ’)=’ if x= y.
The phase here is of course the same as for the wave group. We then have
(with ’=rk%|, |||=1),
6k(x, x)=rnk |
S x*M
b(x, |, rk) d|, (3.4)
where
b(x, |, r)=1T |
T2
&T2
|

0
\$(t) a(t, x, x, r%|) |n&1eir9 d% dt
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with 9=t(%&1). Evaluating b by the stationary phase method and
integrating over S*xM we get
|
Sx*M
b(x, |, r) d|=r&1(2?)&n :

j=0
|j(x) r& j (3.5)
for certain densities |j . Just as in [DG, Proposition 2.1], ao(0, x, x, ’)=1,
a& j (0, x, x, ’)=0 for j>0, so we have |o=vol(S*xM) dvol and |n=0. The
remaining statements in (a) also follow from the arguments in [DG], using
the observation of Colin de Verdiere [CV.2] that the vanishing of the odd
terms in the polyhomogeneous expansion of b only requires that R2 have
the transmission property {(R2)=R2, where { is the transmission given on
a complete symbol by
{ \ :

j=0
am& j (x, !)+= :

j=0
(&1)m& j am& j (x, &!).
And in fact R2 does have the transmission property since it commutes with
complex conjugation, as pointed out by Colin de Verdiere ([CV.1,
Proposition 1.9]). Hence the term b& j in the expansion of b is odd for odd
j and by (3.5) it follows that |j=0. This completes the proof of (a).
To prove (b), we follow a similar line as in (a) after applying
dx dy | x= y to Vt(x, y). This changes the amplitude a(t, x, x, r%|) in (a) to
A(t, x, x, ’)=(dx dya(t, x, y, ’)+i[dx,dy a+dx ady,]
+[2idx dy,&dx,dy,] a)|x= y (3.6)
We note that the principal term in A is
&dx ,dy,|x= yao((0, x, x, ’)=&(’’)
Hence the expansion for dxdx 6k(x, x) starts two orders higher than in
(a) with principal coefficient
Bo(x)=&Cn(vol(M, g))&1 |
Sx*M
|| d|
=&Cn(vol(M, g))&1 gx (3.7)
for a positive constant Cn . Regarding the evenodd properties of the terms
in
B(x, |, r) :=1T |
T2
&T2
|

0
\$A(t, x, x, r%|) %n&1eir d% dt (3.8)
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we observe that
A(t, x, x, ’)=(’’a+i(’dx a+dx a’)
+2(dx dy) a+dx dy a)|x= y .
Except perhaps for the (dx _dy) a term, it is evident that the terms in A
give rise to a polyhomogeneous expansion of B with the same parity
properties as in (a). Indeed, since ’’ is both even and raises the order
by 2, the corresponding expansion in B will continue to have the {
invariance of b. Also, since the dx and dy derivatives commute with the
other operations (t-derivatives, ’  &’) used to determine {-invariance,
and since ’ is odd and raises the order by 1, we see that ’dxa, dxa’,
and dx dya|x= y give rise to terms invariant under {. Less evident is that
(dx dy) a| x= y also gives rise to such terms. To see this, we observe that
dx dy| x= y raises the order by 1, so it is necessary and sufficient to show
that it is odd. However it follows from the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
|dx (x, y, ’)|2=|’| 2y and from dx|x= y that
(dx dy(x, y, ’)|x= y , ’) =Bx(’, ’),
where Bx= dygij ( y) dyi dyj |y=x . Since Bx is a quadratic form we have
that dx dy|x= y is linear in ’ and hence odd. Indeed, if we choose
coordinates so that y are normal coordinates centered at x we even have
Bx=0. This concludes the proof of (b). K
To prove (c) we use the Hadamard parametrix instead of the Hormander
parametrix: Thus, we write
exp itR=exp(&itQ&1) exp(it - 2)
and use that for 0<r(x, y)<=o and for t{0,
exp it(- 2)(x, y)=|

0
ei%(r 2&t 2) :

j=0
Uj (x, y) % (n&1)2& jreg d% (3.9)
for certain (Hadamard) coefficients Uj smooth near the diagonal. Here, %sreg
is the regularization of %s in the sense of GelfandShilov [GSh, p. 51). See
Berard [BD] for a detailed discussion of (3.9)
Since exp(&itQ&1) # 9 0(M), we have
exp(itR)(x, y)=|

0
ei%(r2&t2) :

j=0
U j (t, x, y) %
(n&1)2j d% (3.10)
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for certain smooth U j (t, x, y) smooth on 0<r(x, y)<=o , t{0. Here, we
have used the well-known fact that if df ( y){0, then
b( y, Dy)(uei%f)=ei%fJ( y, %),
J( y, %)t :
:0
1
:!
:z(u(z) e
iry(x) %)| y=z D:!b( y, %df ( y)) (3.11)
t%m :

l=0
Jl ( y) %&l (%  ), (3.11)
where b( y, Dy) # 9 m, and where ry(z)= f ( y)& f (z)&df ( y)(z& y). The
:-sum is asymptotic in that the : th term is 0(%m&|:|2) and hence can be
rearranged to the form of the l-sum. For further details, see for instance
[AG, 8.3].
From Corollary 3.2 and from (3.10) we have,
6k(x, y)tr (n+1)2k |

0
|
T2
&T2
eirk9\$(t) A(t, x, y, rk%) %(n&1)2 d% dt,
(3.12)
where
9=%(r2&t2)&
2?
T
t
and where A is a classical symbol of order 0. The critical points of 9 occur
at the points
(t\ , 0\)=\\r,  2?2rT+
with nonsingular Hessian
9"\=\\
2?
2rT
r+\r 0
and the value of the phase at the critical points is 9\=2?Tr. By
stationary phase we get
6k(x, y)=eirk r(x, y) :

j=0
V +j (x, y) r
(n&1)2& j
k +e
&irk r(x, y)
_ :

j=0
V &j (x, y) r
(n&1)2& j
k (3.13)
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for certain smooth coefficients V \j . Since 6k is real valued, the second term
is the complex conjugate of the first, proving (c). K
Remark. In the case of (Sn, can), 6k is given by convolution with
Zk :=\ 2kn&1+1+
1(n2) 1(n+k&1)
1(n&1) 1(k+n2)
P (n&1)2, (n&1)2k
where Pa, bk is the Jacobi polynomial. The asymptotics of Z

k follow from
the DarbouxSzego expansion
P(n&1)2, (n&1)2k (cos r)tk&12f (r) cos \\k+n&12 + r&
(n&1) ?
4 + .
Here, f (r)=?&12(sin r2)&n+1. Since T=2?, ;=2n&1 and since
k(1(n+k&1)1(k+n2)) k&12tk(n&1)2, we see that the principal terms
here and in (c) agree with respect to order and oscillatory coefficients. For
further discussion of the case (Sn, can), and for references to the literature,
see [So].
3B. Proof of Corollary 2
Proof. All three statements will follow from the fact that a maximally
degenerate Laplacian 2g on S2 has the form
2g=(A+ 12)
2& 14+S, (3.14)
where S is a smoothing operator on L2(S 2) [Z, Theorem C(f)]. It follows
that
eit - 2g+14#eitR mod 9& (3.15)
hence by Corollary 3.2 that
6k(x, y)t
1
T |
T2
&T2
\$(t) e&ir kt exp \2?itT 2g+
1
4+ dt. (3.16)
We then substitute in the Hadamard parametrix (3.9), or rather that for
- 2g+ 14 and compare with the spectral expansion. Henceforth we drop the
subscript but understand that 2 is assumed to be maximally degenerate.
We normalize the metric so T=2?. By the Weinstein integrality theorem,
this implies area(S2, g)=4?.
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Before giving the details of the proofs, let us recall that the Hadamard
coefficients for any Laplacian 2 are defined for (x, y) sufficiently close to
the diagonal by
Uo(x, y)=3&12(x, y)
Uj+1(x, y)=3&12(x, y) |
1
o
3(x, xs)12 22Uj (x, xs) ds
where xs is the geodesic parametrized proportionately to arc-length from x
to y and where 22 operates in the second ( y-) variable. The only change
in using 2+ 14 is that the Hadamard coefficients are now given by Wo=Uo ,
Wj=Uj+Cj Uj&1 for certain constants Cj .
Proof of (a). It is evident that the asymptotic in (a) is equivalent to
assertion that |j=0 for all j>0. To prove this we combine (3.9) and (3.15)
to get
:

k=o
eitr k6k(x, y)=|

0
ei%(r 2&t2) :

j=0
Wj (x, y) % (n&1)2& jreg d% mod C
,
(3.17)
where Wj are the Hadamard coefficients for 2+ 14. We now take the self-
adjoint part of both sides. Using the more explicit form for the Hadamard
parametrix of cos t(- 2+ 14) given in [BD, Proposition 27] we get
:

k=o
cos(trk) 6k(x, y)=Co |t| :

j=0
(&1) j wj (x, y)
(r2&t2) j&(32)&
4 j1( j+12)
mod C,
(3.18)
where Co is a universal constant and where Wj=C oe&ij?24& jwj (x, y), just
as for the case of 2 [BD, loc. cit.]. Setting x= y and absorbing |t| into the
sum we get
:

k=o
cos t(rk) 6k(x, x)=Co :

j=0
(&1) j wj (x, x)
t2j&2
4 j1( j+12)
mod C (3.19)
hence
:

k=0
cos(trk) 6k(x, x)=Cowo(x, x)
t&2
1(12)
mod C . (3.20.1)
Here and above t&n is the distribution defined by t&n=Re(t+i0)&n (see
[BD], [GSh, p. 52, 60].) We recall that (t+i0)&n=e&i?n211(n)_
o e
itxxn&1 and also that o e
itxxn&1 dx has precisely the same singularity
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at t=0 as the sum k=0 e
it(k+;4)(k+;4)n&1. By the above, wo(x, x) is a
constant (to be determined later). We therefore have
:

k=0
cos t(k+ 12) 6k(x, x)=C  Re :

k=0
eit(k+(12))(k+ 12) mod C
.
(3.20.2)
Comparing terms in the Fourier series we get the formula claimed in the
Corollary up to a multiplicative constant; but the constant is determined
by the fact that the integral of 6k(x, x) must equal 2k+1. K
Proof of (a.1). This is based on a different principle than in (a):
the Hadamard parametrix expansion at x= y is not only a singularity
expansion but also an asymptotic expansion as t  0. Hence the difference
of the two sides in (3.20) is a smooth function whose C Taylor series
expansion at t=0 is given by
:

j=1
(&1) j wj (x, x)
t2j&2
4 j1( j+12)
.
Setting t=0, using w1(x, x)=u1(x, x)&C1 and using the well-known fact
u1(x, x)= 16{(x) [BD, p. 253] we get (a.1) at least up to an additive
constant. However it is obvious that the left side is a sum of terms of the
form 6k(x, x)&S 2 6k(x, x) dvol(x) so the additive constant must be the
integral of {. K
Proof of (b). The proof is similar to (a). We start from (3.18) again and
differentiate in dx dx :=dx dy |x= y . Since dxr2(x, y)|x= y=0 we get just
the singular terms
Co
1(12) _&
1
2
dx dxr2(x, x) t&4
+\12 w1(x, x) dx dxr2(x, x)+dxdxwo(x, x)+ t&2& .
Since
dx dxr2(x, x)=&2gx , dxdx3&12= 13 Ricx
w1(x, x)= 16 ({&1), Ricx=
1
2 {gx
we get that
:

k=0
cos trk dx dx6k(x, x)=C1gxt&4+C2gxt&2 mod C (3.21)
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and hence that for some constants A, B,
dx dx6k(x, x)t[A(k+ 12)3+B(k+ 12)] gx
by an argument similar to that in (a). We can determine the constants by
differentiating the relation in (a):
2 :
2k+1
i=1
,ki (x)2=2 :
2k+1
i=1
|d,ki (x)|2&2[(k+ 12)
2& 14] 6k(x, x)=0(k
&)
hence
:
2k+1
i=1
|d,ki (x)| 2=
1
4area(S2, g)
[(2k+1)3&(2k+1)] gx+0(k&).
It follows that A=1(8area(S2, g))=&B.
Proof of (c). This follows immediately from (3.13) since in the maximally
degenerate case the Vj ’s are the same as the Wj ’s.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For the sake of clarity, we begin by outlining the proof. Then, for the
sake of completeness, we give a brief review of Maslov canonical operators,
semi-classical Lagrangian distributions, and other things which are
probably not so well known.
4A. Outline of Proof
By Theorem 1, [6k] is a mode (eigenfunction) of R2 :=(2?T(A+;4))2
of eigenvalue r2k=(2?T(k+;4))
2 in the space On&1(M_M, 1, [rk]).
Writing R2=2&Qo , with Qo # 9 o, we have
(2&Qo) 6k=r2k6k . (4.1)
In general there are obstructions to solving (4.1) to infinite order in rk in
the space O*(M_M, 1, [rk]). The obstructions are to the global (in time)
solvability of the transport equations for the complete symbol of 6k , which
take the form # Pj=0 for certain invariants Pj of the germs of 2 and of
the complete symbol of Qo along each closed geodesic #. In the Zoll case,
there are many closed geodesics and hence many potential obstructions;
the complete symbol of Qo is determined by the fact that they all in fact vanish.
To calculate the invariants Pj , which are not invariantly defined, we
must construct an explicit Maslov canonical operator
U : 7+(1, [rk])  O+(M_M, 1, ([rk])
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from symbols to oscillatory integral operators (see below or [CV.2] for
notation and terminology). For each such U we will show:
g(#)=|
#
_((2&r2k) U (_o)) ds (4.2)
where _o=e&irkt\ is the section discussed in Section 1 (up to a universal
constant and powers of rk it is the symbol of 6k .) Also, _ here is the scalar-
valued symbol which gives the coefficient of _o of the 12-density symbol.
To obtain the formula in the statement of Theorem 3 from (4.2) it will be
necessary to construct U with concrete geometric phases and amplitudes.
The construction is very similar to that in 93 the wave operator, and will
require the following background.
4B. Oscillatory Integrals, Their Symbols and the Maslov Canonical Operator
We begin with the space of +th order symbols on S 1_S*M; it is defined
as follows:
Definition (4.5). 7+(S1_S*M, [rk]) is the space of C sections of
012 L which admit an asmptotic expansion of the form
_(t, x, !, rk)t\r+k \ :

j=0
fj (t, x, !+ r& jk + _o (4.5.1)
where as above _o # C (S 1_S*M, 012 L) denotes the symbol e&irk t\,
and where fj # C(S 1_S*M) (Cf. [CV.2, Definition 8.3]).
We also set
S+(S 1_S*M, [rk]) :=7+7+&1
and denote by [_] the symbol class of _ # 7+.
The symbol map is the map
_ : O+(M_M, 1, [rk])  S+(S 1_S*M, [rk])
defined as follows [D.1, 2]: for u # O+, _u is a principal symbol of u if
:
(t, x, !); i(t, x, !)=(xo, !o, yo, ’o)
_(t, x, !, rk)
= p*( |dx 7 d!| 12/(xo , yo)) rn2&+k } (u( } , rk), e
&irk/) +0(r&1k ),
(4.6)
where (xo , !o , yo , ’o) # 1, where / is a 12-density on M_M such that
/(xo , yo){0, where  is a smooth real valued function on M_M with
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(xo , yo)=0, (dx, dy )| (xo, yo)=(!o , ’o), and where supp / is contained in
a small neighborhood of (xo , yo). Also,
p : T(xo, !o, yo, ’o)(T*(M_M))  T(xo, !o, yo, ’o)(T*(xo, yo)(M_M))
is the projection to the vertical tangent space along L :=T(xo, !o, yo, ’o)_
(graph(d); in the formula above, p is restricted to T(xo, !o, yo, ’o)(1 ). It is
assumed that 1 and graph(d) inflect transversally at the point (xo , !o ,
yo , ’o). The formula (4.6) is an invariant version of (1.5.2).
A canonical operator is a quantization map
U : 7+(S 1_S*M, [rk])  O+(M_M, 1, [rk])
satisfying
_(U (a))=[a].
A canonical operator is analogous to a quantization ‘‘Op’’ from symbols on
T*X to 9*(X), with the crossed product algebra on S 1_S*M. replacing
the commutative symbol algebra S*(T*M). Canonical operators exist for
any space of oscillatory integrals, but of course are not unique. As with the
case of pseudodifferential operators, we will refer to a # 7+ with U (a)=u
as a ‘‘complete symbol of u’’; it depends on the choice of U although _u
does not.
The following proposition merely asserts the existence of a complete
symbol for 6k for any choice of U.
(4.6) Proposition. Let U be canonical operator for O*(M_M, 1,
[rk]). Then there exist unique fj # C(S 1_S*M) such that
6k tU \ :

j=o
fj r(n&1)2& j_o +
mod O&(M_M, 1, [rk]).
Proof. (a) Existence: Let fo=1. By Theorem 1, _(6k)=_(U ( fo
__o r (n&1)2k )), so (6k&U ( fo_or
(n&1)2
k )) # O
(n&1)2&1(M_M, 1, [rk]).
Let f1 _o=r&((n&12)&1)k _(6k&U ( fo_or
n&12
k )). Since _o is nowhere
vanishing, f1 is well defined. Proceeding inductively, we can define the
higher f $j s.
(b) Uniqueness: follows easily from the fact that _(U ( f_o))= f_o . K
Henceforth, we will often let _(u) denote the coefficient in C(S1_S*M)
of _o of the principal symbol of u # O*(M_M, 1, [rk]), leaving it to the
context to make clear whether a scalar or 12-density symbol is intended.
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For example, it is the scalar symbol which appears in (4.2); in general it
does not seem possible for this abuse of notation to cause confusion.
4C. The Proof of Theorem 3
We begin with the proof of (4.2).
By the preceding proposition and by (4.1), there exist fj # C(S1_S*M)
such that
(2&r2k+Qo) U \ :

j=0
fj_or (n&1)2& jk +t0. (4.7)
In the standard way, (4.8) is equivalent to a sequence of transport
equations for the coefficients fj : they come from repeated use of the facts
(i) (2&r2k) U ( f_o) # O
++1 for f # 7+
(ii) _((2&r2k) U ( f_o))=r
++1
k
2
i
f
t
_o . (4.8)
Here and below, 2 acts in the y-variables. Also, we use that the generator
of the geodesic flow on 1 lifts to the vector field t on S1_S*M. See
[CV.2, Proposition 8.5] or [D.1,2] for further details on (4.8).
From (4.8) and from the fact that fo=1, we have
(2&r2k) U (_o) # O
o.
From the action of a pseudodifferential operator on an oscillatory integral
(cf. (3.11)), we also have
Qo U ( fj_or& jk ) # O
(n&1)2& j,
with symbol
i*_Q o fj_or
(n&1)2& j. (4.8)
Here we identify _Qo with its pullback to 1 under the projection 1  S*M
onto the second variable, so that i*_Qo # C
(S1_S*M). The commutation
formula [2, Qo]=0 implies that _Qo is invariant under G
t and hence that
i*_Qo is independent of the S
1 (i.e. t-) variable. It is also clear that as a
function on the S*M factor it is invariant under the action of Gt. Hence,
we may regard it as a function, q, on the quotient (S1_S*M)(S 1_S 1),
that is, on the space G(M, g) of geodesics of (M, g). We will denote the
elements of G(M, g) by #, with #(s)=Gs(x, !) for some (x, !) # S*M; we
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will also, by abuse of notation, let #(s) denote the projection expx s! to M.
The following proposition gives a more precise version of (4.2):
Proposition (4.9). q(#)=&S1 _([2&r2k] U (_o))(t, xo , !o) dt. Here,
#(s)=Gs(xo , !o), and the symbol is understood to be the scalar symbol
(coefficient of _o).
Proof. By (4.8), the first transport equation reads
i*(_Qo)+_([2&r
2
k] U (_o))=
2
i
f1
t
. (4.10)
By proposition (4.6) there exists a solution f1 . The obvious obstruction to
its existence, namely the integral over S1 of the left side, therefore vanishes.
The proposition follows by the S 1_S 1 invariance of i*(_Qo). K
A consequence of Proposition (4.9) is that the right side of (4.10) is
invariant under the action of Gs in the (x, !)-variables, i.e., is independent
of the choice of (xo , !o) on #.
The same kind of reasoning would lead to expressions for the lower
order terms in the complete symbol of Qo relative to some choice of Op
and of U. However, our interest here is to obtain from (4.10) an explicit
geometric formula for q, which requires among other things the construc-
tion of an explicit U. At this point we restrict to the case of M=S 2; until
we come to the regularization of the integral this restriction is quite
insignificant and is only used to simplify the notation.
4D. Construction of U: The Case of an SC2?-Metric on S 2
We can then specify the following parameters:
v T=2? if and only if area(S2, g)=area(S 2, can)
v ;=2.
The assumption on area(S 2, g) normalizes the metric; the fact that
T=2? then follows by Weinstein’s integrality theorem [Besse]. The
fact that ;=2 follows because the geodesic flow of g is symplectically
equivalent to that for the canonical metric; see [Besse], [CV.1]. It implies
that there is exactly one conjugate time along each geodesic in the interval
(0, 2?), i.e. only one point conjugate to the initial point besides the initial
point itself.
Now to the construction of the Maslov canonical operator.
The first point to recognize is that for the calculation of q it suffices to
construct a microlocal U in a neighborhood of the S 1-orbit of (xo , !o).
Thus, given (xo , !o) on #, we let B$(xo , !o) denote the ball of radius $
centered at (xo , !o) with respect to some metric on S*M. We then let
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T$(xo , !o) denote the tube S1_B$(xo , !o)/S1_S*M. Let /$ #
Co (T$(xo , !o)) denote a cutoff function satisfying /$ #1 in some smaller
tube, say T$2(xo , !o). From the definition of the symbol we have
_([2&r2k] U (_o))|S1_[(xo, !o)]=_([2&r
2
k] U (/$_o))| S1_[(xo, !o)] . (4.11)
Thus we only need to define U on 7*(T$(xo , !o), [rk]). For the
definition we need to specify an open over [0l] of this tube and phase
functions [,l] parametrizing [i(0l)/1]. We note that the Hadamard
parametrix (3.12) for 6k already indicates how to construct U on symbols
supported near t=0. The problem with (3.12) is that r(x, y) is only smooth
for y in M-Cut(x), so it does not suffice for the construction of U
throughout T$(xo , !o). However, on supp /$ , it extends to a distance
function r(xo, !o)(x, y) for x near xo and for y near expxo t!o , with t not equal
to a conjugate time for (xo , !o). It thus provides a phase function for U
away from the conjugate points and one easily constructs a suitable
amplitude as well, essentially the one indicated by (3.12) again. One then
has to make a separate construction of U around the conjugate points.
Here are the details: First, we let tc : S*M  R+ denote the first
conjugate time function, i.e. tc(xo , !o) is the time to the first conjugate
point along expxo t!o . Identifying S
1 &[0, T ) as usual, we let I$ /[0, T )=
[0, T )&([0, $) _ (T&$, T ) _ (tc&$, tc+$)), where tc=tc(xo , !o) is the
unique conjugate time along the geodesic. Let 0o$=I$ _B$(xo , !o), and let
01$=T$&0
o&
$ , where A
& denotes the closure of A; we omit (xo , !o) from
the notation since the point will be fixed throughout the discussion Also,
let T := :=[(t, x, !) # S1_S*M : t{2?, det dt! expx=0] denote the set of
(tangential) conjugate pairs. Evidently, T & T &$ =[(tc(x, !), x, !) # T
&
$ ]/
T1$ is precisely the set of singular points of ?1 b i | T&$ .
Let us now set V$ /M_M :=?1 b i(0$), V o$ :=?1 b i(0
o
$), and 1
o
$ :=
i(0o$). Then i : 0
o
$  1
o
$ is a diffeomorphism, and the maps ?1 b i : 0
o
$  V
o
$ ,
and ?1 : 1o$  V
o
$ are nonsingular.
(4.12) Proposition. _$>0 such that the maps
?1 b i : (0o$)  V
o
$ , ?1 : 1
o
$  V
o
$
are diffeomorphisms.
Proof. The statement for ?1 follows immediately from that for ?1 b i,
while for the latter it suffices to show injectivity for small enough $.
Equivalently, that for x # B$(xo), the exponential maps expx are 1&1 on
I$_B$(!o), where B$(!o) is the ball in S*xM of directions ! such that
(x, !) # B$(xo , !o). Suppose not: then there would exist sequences (xj , !j),
(xj , ’j)  (xo , !o), and times tj , sj # I$ such that expxj (tj !j)=expxj (sj ’j).
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We may assume expxj (tj!j)  y for some point y, evidently on the geodesic
thru (x, !). By the SC assumption, all the exponential maps expx(t!) are
1&1 on the time interval [0, T). Hence, y=expxo to!o for some unique
to # I$ , and we must have tj , sj  to . This contradicts the fact that
(t, x, !)  (x, expx t!) is a local diffeomorphism, hence 1&1, to its image
near (to , xo , !o). K
Since 1o is Lagrangean and 61 : 1o$  V
o
$ is a diffeomorphism, we must
have 1o=graph(drxo, !o)$ for some function rxo, !o on V
o
$ . Such a function r
is defined by
rxo, !o : V
o
$  R
+ rxo, !o(x, y) :=|:xy |,
where :xy is the unique geodesic arc between x and y with ( |:|, :$(0)) # To$ ;
here of course |:| is the length of the arc :. We think of rxo, !o(x, y) as
measuring the distance from x to y along a geodesic arc staying close to
expxo(t!o), with t # I$ . We then have
graph(drxo, !o)$=[(x, dxrxo, !o , y, &dyrxo, !o : (x, y) # V
o
$]=1
0
$ .
We can now define the canonical operator U on symbols supported
in 0o$ :
(4.13.1) Definition. Define
U : 7+(0o$ , [rk])  O
+(M_M, 1, [rk])
as follows. For f # C o (0
o
$) and for (x, y) # M_M set
U ( f_o)(x, y, rk) :=e&irk rxo , !of } J&12 } /0o$ (rxo, !o(x, y), x, !(x, y))
_- dvol(x)dvol( y),
where J is the volume density in geodesic polar coordinates (r, !) centered
at x, i.e. exp*x(dvol(r, !)=J(x, r, !) dr 7 d! with (r, !) polar coordinates on
T*x M; where !(x, y) is the unique vector in exp &1x ( y) & 0
o
$ , and where /0o$
is a smooth cutoff to 0o$2 , satisfying /0o$ # C

o (0
o
$2), /0o$ #1 on 0
o
$ .
(4.14) Proposition. U as defined in (4.12) is a canonical operator:
_(U ( f_o))= f_o for f # C o (0
o
$).
Proof. We apply (1.5.2), noting that for f as above, U ( f_o) is a simple
asymptotic (i.e with no phase variables). Hence C,=V o$ , and i,(x, y)=
(x, dxr, y, &dy r). It follows that dC,=dx 7 dr 7 d!, where (r, !) represent
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geodesic polar coordinates based at x, and [x] denotes normal coordinates
based at x. The J-factor cancels the coefficient of - dvol( y) in the given
coordinates, and the transfer to 1 under i,* , or rather the further transfer
to S1_S*M, amounts to substituting (t, x, !) for (r, x, !) in (4.12). Since
|dt| 12d+12=|dt| 12 |dvol(x)| 12  |d!| 12, we see that the transfer
exactly matches f_o . K
We still have to define U ( f_o) for f # C o (0
1
$), i.e. for f which live near
t=0 or near the conjugate times. We do this in less detail because the
contribution from these points becomes negligible as $  0; we provide just
enough detail to convince the reader of this. The definition will come in
two stages corresponding to the two components 01, \$ of 0
1
$ (+ for t=0
and & for t=tc).
Near t=0 we can use the standard Hadamard parametrix construction
(3.12):
(4.13.2) Definition. Define
U : 7+(01, +$ , [rk])  O
+(M_M, 1, [rk])
as follows: For f # C o ((&inj(g), inj(g))_S*M, set
U ( f_o(x, y, rk)) :=1T |
T2
&T2
|

o
eirk9f (r(x, y), x, !(x, y)) 3&12(x, y)
_%&12 dt d% - dvol(x)_dvol( y),
where 9 is as in (3.12), where !(x, y)=exp &1x ( y), and where 3(x, y) is the
volume density in normal coordinates at x, i.e. exp&1x (dvol)=3(x, y) dy.
Here, we represent S1&[&T2, T2), and we recall that inj(g) denotes
the injectivity radius of g.
A calculation using (1.5.2)(1.5.3) together with the facts that C9 #V 1$
and that det(d2xy r
2)=J(x, y) shows that U is a canonical operator. Note
that the phase and amplitude are smooth at r=0; with the choice of r2&t2
rather than r&t in the phase, the amplitude becomes the smooth function
3&12 at r=0 rather than the previous ampltidue J &12=r&(n&1)23&12
which blows up at r=0.
To deal with conjugate times from 01, &$ , we increase the number of
phase variables, in the spirit of expressing U(t)=U(t&$) U($). Thus:
(4.13.3) Definition. Define
U : 7+(01, &$ , [rk])  O
+(M_M, 1, [rk])
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as follows: For f # C o ((tc(xo , !o)&$, tc(xo , !o)+$)_B$(xo , !o)), set
U ( f_o)(x, y, rk)
=|
M
eirk 8f } /01$ (rx o, ! o(x, z)
+rx o, !o(z, y), x, !(x, z)) J (x, z, y) dvol(z) - dvol(x)dvol( y),
where 8(x, y, z)=rxo, !o(x, z)+rxo, !o(z, y), where / is a suitable cutoff
function with the property that all functions displayed in the integrand are
well-defined on its support, and where J is a function independent of f
which is determined by the requirement that U be canonical.
The amplitude J could be determined more or less explicitly from
(1.5.2), but it will not be necessary for us to do so. As is easy to see, the
critical set of the phase corresponds to the points z which lie along geodesic
arcs from x to y, of length in the interval (tc&$, tc+$). Assuming the
phase non-degenerate, and that dim M=2, the set of such arcs must either
be a circle (the case g=can) or a finite set (the remaining cases).
4E. Calculation of q
We now evaluate the integrand in (4.2) or more precisely the local
version (4.11). The main difficulty is that the principal symbol of the
integrand vanishes by the the choice of phase, and the subprincipal term
vanishes by the choice of the amplitude. We thus have to determine the
principal symbol of an expression P(u( } , rk)), with P # 9* and with u # O*
under the condition that _P=0 on the Lagrangian and (L_ P+sub(P))
_u=0. To our knowledge, no general invariant formula is known for the
symbol in this situation.
To determine it, we first define a cutoff function $ on S1&[&T2, T2),
with $ # C o (I$), (t)=(t$), (t)#0 for t # (&14, 14) _ ({&14,
{+14), ..., #1 for t # [ |t|12, |t&{|12]. Here, { is short for {(xo , !o).
We extend $ to a function on S1_B$(xo , !o) by making it independent of
the second variable, so that /$$ is smooth and of compact support in this
set and #$ near S 1_[(xo , !o)].
We then rewrite (4.11) in the form
&q(#)=|
S1
_([2&r2k] U (/$$_o)) dt+|
S 1
_([2&r2k] U (/$(1&$) _o)) dt
#q$(#)+q1&$(#). (4.15)
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We recall here that 2 is the positive 12-density Laplacian, and that _ is
the scalar principal symbol (coefficient of _o).
We now fix x=xo and evaluate the oscillatory integral in the integrand
for &q$(#) at (xo , r, !) where (r, !) are the geodesic polar coordinates
(based at xo) of a point y along #. We get
[2&r2k] U (/$$_o)(xo , r, !)
=\&2irk $t +J 12 2o(J&12$)+ e&irk r |dvol(x)| 12 |dr 7d!| 12,
(4.16)
where 2o is the positive scalar Laplacian and where as usual J(xo , r, !) is
the volume density in geodesic polar coordinates.
For the integrand of &q1&$(#) we get the expressions
[2&r2k] U (/$(1&$) _o)(xo , r, !)=IIo&IIc ,
where
IIo(xo , r, !)=1T |
T2
&T2
|

o
[2o&r2k]
_(e&irk 93&12%&n2/$(1&$)) dt d%
_J(xo , r, !)12 |dvol(x)| 12 |dr 7 d!| 12
and where
IIc(xo , r, !)=|
M
([2o&r2k](e
&ir k 8J (1&$)/$) dvol)
_J(xo , r, !)12 |dvol(x)| 12 |dr 7 d!| 12.
Now consider the principal symbols. By the choice of phases and
amplitudes, one has that the scalar principal symbol will equal &2irk_
(1&$)t, which of course cancels the term of order rk from the first
integrand. This leaves us to determine what besides the term J122o_
($J&12) from the first integrand will contribute to the total principal
symbol.
We note that as q(#) is independent of $, the integral in (4.15) is
independent of $; hence we only need to determine the limit of the scalar
princial symbol as $  0. By (4.6) this is done by testing the various
integrands against oscillatory functions \e&rk. There is the ‘‘main term’’
J122o($J &12) which contributes to q$ the expression
qI (#, $) :=
1
T |# (J
122o($ J&12)) dt. (4.17)
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Then there are the ‘‘remainder terms’’ from the singular times:
&qII (#, $) :=|
#
(IIo+IIc)(xo , r, !) dr.
We do not intend to calculate qII (#, $) but only to use the fact that it must
cancel the rk term in qI and also any singular terms in $ as $  0, as follows
from the facts that q is of order 0 and is given by the integral of a smooth
function over #.
To determine the behaviour of qI (#, $) as $  0, we write everything
under the integral in geodesic normal coordinates centered at xo ; in
particular, 2o=J&1(r) J(r)+J&1(%) J &1(%), where !=(cos %,
sin %). Here, we note that % is a Jacobi field along the geodesic rays
emanating from xo , with |%|=J, hence grrJ=J, gr%=0, and g%%J=J&1.
Hence the ‘‘main term’’ is given by
&qI (#, $)=
1
2? |S1 \J&12

r
J

r
(J&12$)+$J &12

%
J&1

%
J&12+ dr.
(4.18)
Consider first the tangential term
&qTI (#, $) :=|
S 1
J&12

r
J

r
(J&12$)(r) dr. (4.19)
Integrating by parts and simplifying we get the expression
&
1
4 |S1 \
Jr
J +
2
$(r) dr+
1
2 |S 1
Jr
J
r$ dr.
We now recall that in dimension 2, the Riccati form of the Jacobi
equation reads
\JrJ +
2
+r \JrJ ++{=0.
After substitution and simplification we get the new expression
1
4 |S 1 {(#(r)) $(r) dr+
1
4 |S 1
Jr
J
r$ dr. (4.20)
It is obvious that the first term has the form
1
4 |
#
{ dr+0($).
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To analyse their error term we note that r$ is supported in $-intervals
around r=0 and r=tc . Hence its contribution is determined by the Taylor
expansion of J at these points. We have
J(r)=r&{(0) r3+ } } } , J(r)=(r&tc)&{(tc)(r&tc)3+ } } }
in an obvious notation. Hence
Jr
J
(r)=
1
r
+ar+ } } } (r  0), =
1
r&tc
+b(r&tc)+ } } } (r  tc).
We also observe that
r$(r)=
1
$
$\r$+
on the interval of r$ near 0 and
r$(r)=
1
$
$\r&tc$ +
for that near tc . It follows that
&qTI (#, $)=
1
4
1
2? |# { dr+0($)+0 \
1
$+ . (4.21)
Now consider the ‘‘normal term’’
&q=I (#, $) :=|
S1
$ \J&12 % J &1

%
J&12+ dr
=&
1
2 |S 1 \
J%%
J 3
&
5
2 \
J%
J2+
2
+ $ dr.
Since J solves the Jacobi equation
\ 
2
r J+{J=0
J(0)=0 Jr(0)=1+
for any % we get the differentiated equations
\ 
2
r J%+{J%=&{%J
J# (0)=0 rJ# (0)=0+
\
2
r J%%+{J%%=&[{%%J+2{%J%]
J%% (0)=0 rJ%% (0)=0 +.
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Solving by variation of parameters we get (with some obvious notational
abbreviations)
J% (r)=&|
r
o
[u(r) J(t)&u(t) J(r)] {% (t) J2(t) dt
J%% (r)=&|
r
o
[u(r) J(t)&u(t) J(r)]({%%J+2{% J%) dt.
Here u denotes the solution with initial values u(0)=1, ru(0)=0. It
follows first that
J%%
J3
(r)=&
u
J3 |
r
o
({%% J2+2{% J% J) dt+
1
J2 |
r
o
({%%Ju+2{%J%u) dt. (4.22.1)
We can regularize the integrand by using the identities
r \uJ+
n
=&n \uJ+
n&1 1
J2
. (4.23)
Applying (4.23) to the uJ3 term with n=2 and to the 1J 2 term with
n=1, and integrating by parts, we get
|
S1
J%%
J3
(r) $ dr=|
S1 {_
1
2
{%% u2+
{% J%J
J &+
u
J _{%%Ju+2{% J% u&= $ dr
plus a remainder term RT involving r$ which we ignore until later. We
observe that {%=Jd{(&) where & is the unit normal along #. Substituting in
and simplifying, we find that
&q=Ia(#, $)=|
S 1 _
1
2
u2{%%+{&J%u2& dr+RT. (4.24.1)
In a similar vein we have
J%
J2
=&
u
J2 |
r
o
{& J3 dr+
1
J |
r
o
{&uJ 2 dr.
Squaring and using (4.23) with n=1,2,3 we get
|
S 1 \
J%
J2+
2
$=|
S 1 _
1
3
{&u3 |
r
o
{&J3 dt&{&u2J |
r
o
{&uJ2 dt& dr+BT. (4.24.2)
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Let us note some further simplifications and alternatives. First, we can
express (4.24.1) as a polynomial in Jacobi fields and curvature invariants
by writing
{%%={ d{(% , %)+d{({%%)
=J2{&&+2J%{&&JJr{r .
Eliminating J% as above and simplifying we get
&q=I (#, $)=&
1
2 |# _&
17
6
{&u3 |
r
o
{&J 3 dt+
9
2
{&u2J |
r
o
{&uJ2 dt
&
1
2
u2JJr{r+
1
2
{&& u2J2& dr (2.5)
modulo the various remainder terms. from partial integrations.
Second we note that
|
2?
o
1
J(x, r, %)
$(r) dr=&|
2?
o
r \uJ+ $(r) dr
=|
2?
o \
u
J+ r $(r) dr=0 \
1
$++0($),
where as always the boundary terms are localized to intervals around the
singular times. It follows that
2% |
2?
o
1
J(x, r, %)2
$(r) dr=|
2?
o _
J%%
J 3
&3 \J%J2+
2
& $ dr
is a localized singular expression. Hence
|
2?
o
J%%
J 3
$ dr=3 |
2?
o \
J%
J2+
2
$ dr
modulo localized singular expressions. Therefore
&q=I (#, $)=&
1
4 |S 1 _
1
3
{&u3 |
r
o
{&J3 dt&{&u2J |
r
o
{&uJ2 dt& dr+BT, (4.26)
where as always BT denotes a localized singular expression.
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We can now sum up the formula for q in various ways, the shortest of
which is
q(#)=
1
4
1
2? |# {+_
1
3
{&u3 |
r
o
{&J3 dt&{&u2J |
r
o
{&uJ2 dt& dr (4.27)
modulo the localized singular terms.
At this point we have to confront these localized singular terms. We
recall that q(#) must be given by a smooth function on the space of
geodesics of (S 2, g) and such indeed is the expression (4.27). Hence the
singular terms in $ must be cancelled out by some corresponding singular
expressions in q1&$ (i.e., in the II-terms). Also, of course, the terms with
positive powers of $ will tend to zero with $. This leaves the remainder
terms which have a well-defined non-zero limit as $  0. Such terms would
have to be given by data of the geodesic thru (x, !) only at the points (x, !)
and Gtc(x, !) and since they are independent of the choice of (x, !) they
could depend only on universal aspects of the Taylor expansions of Jacobi
fields near conjugate points. Moreover they would have to depend
smoothly on the (not necessarily Zoll) metric and on # since the Maslov
construction varies smoothly. Hence they must be independent of the
metric and could be calculated in the (non-generic) case of the round
sphere. But in this case q(#) is given by the first term of (4.27) (the others
obviously vanish; see Remark (b) below). Consequently, there can be no
residue terms coming from the conjugate points and (4.27) must be the
complete formula.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of (a). This has just been proven by (4.27). K
Proof of (b). This can be tested on a Zoll surface of revolution. Such
a metric g can be given in spherical coordinates by
g=h2 d%2+sin2 % d,2
where h(%)=1+_(cos %) with _ a smooth odd function on [&1, 1] such
that h(0)=h(?)=1. The curve defined by %= 12? is a geodesic preserved by
the rotational symmetry. After normalizing the metric we may assume {=1
on the geodesic and hence u(,)=cos(,), J(,)=sin(,) for some fixed
choice of origin. Since {& (and for that matter {&&) is independent of , the
statement (b) follows as long as the trigonometric integrals in (4.27) are
non-zero, and this turns out to be the case. K
Proof of (c). Immediate from (a). K
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5. FINAL REMARKS
(a) It follows from the proof that the final expression for q(#) must
be independent of the choice of initial point. This does not seem obvious
from the expression itself.
(b) As a very simple-minded check on accuracy consider the case of
the standard S2. In this case Qo= 14I and it is easy to check that (4.27)
gives the same answer.
(c) Another formula for q, or more precisely for its Hamilton vector
field on the space of geodesics, is given in [Z].
(d) The Maslov type method used here to calculate q can also be
used to calculate the lower order terms in the semi-classical expansions of
the eigenvalues of any Schrodinger operator. For instance it allows for a
very simple calculation of the sub-principal term in the h-expansion of the
eigenvalues of (hD)2+V in one dimension, the principal term being that of
the BohrSommerfeldMaslov quantization condition. Although the
subprincipal term has been calculated before (in particular by Maslov) it
has not to our knowledge been calculated in this way.
(e) We note that upon integration in %, the tangential term will drop
out and the normal term is the regularization of 2?o 
2?
o (J%J
2)2 dr d%.
Hence in the maximally degenerate case this regularized integral must be
zero. From its appearance one might conclude that the vanishing of the
integral must imply that J%=0, i.e., that the volume density depends only
on the distance between points. Such a metric would be harmonic, and it
is known that the only harmonic metric on S2 is the standard one. The
weakness of this argument is of course that the regularization can destroy
the positivity of the integrand, and we do not see how to circumvent this
defect.
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